
URBAN CYCLING
DESIGNING FOR SUSTAINABILITY:

THE CYCLEPATH HIERARCHY PROTECTED CYCLING INTERSECTIONS

THE PROTECTED INTERSECTION is an ideal solution to the cyclist/
motorist intersection conundrum. Modelled after Dutch cycling infra-
structure, this design eliminates vitrually all cyclist/motorist conflict by 
providing cyclists with physical infrastructure that is commonly replaced 
by ‘mixing zones’ (pictured bottom left). This intersection design is much 
easier to understand than ‘bike boxes’ and ambiguous arrangements 
of green paint, and provides significant safety improvements for both 
cyclists and pedestrians. 

The protected intersection design is comprised of four main elements 
(depicted below):

1. CORNER REFUGE ISLAND
The corner refuge island is the defining factor for the protected intersec-
tion, providing the space and security needed for the other elements. 
the corner refuge island extends the protection of the separated cycle 
path into the intersection; acting as a curb extension for cyclists. The 
island creates a physical barrier for pedestrians and cyclists waiting at a 
red light, and removes vehicular interaction entirely for cyclists making 
a right-hand turn.  

2. FORWARD STOP BAR FOR CYCLISTS
The second element is the forward stop bar for cyclists. After yielding 
to pedestrians, cyclists may advance to a waiting area farther ahead in 
the intersection, whereas motorists must stop much further back behind 
the crosswalk. This element has three major advantages. First, the for-
ward stop location makes cyclists extremely visible to drivers waiting at 

the red light behind them, preventing any drivers turning right from be-
ing unaware of the presence of cyclists. Second, the physical distance 
ahead of cars gives the cyclist a head start when the light turns green, 
which is the most unstable period for a cyclist. Lastly, the width of the 
road that cyclists and pedestrians must cross is greatly reduced, limiting 
their time outside of the protection of the bike lane. 

3. SETBACK BIKE AND PEDESTRIAN CROSSING
The third element of a protected intersection are bike lanes that bend 
away from the intersection when crossing the road, instead of running 
adjacent to vehicular traffic across the entire intersection. This setback 
space provides the space and time needed to react to potential conflicts 
by re-orienting turning drivers 90 degrees to face the bike lane before 
they begin to cross it, preventing any visibility issues for the driver and 
allowing the cyclist to make eye-contact. 

4. BICYCLE FRIENDLY SIGNAL PHASING
The last major element is the use of bicycle-specific traffic signals. Most 
preferrably, a protected signal phase for cyclists will use red signals 
to prevent any conflicting car movements such as left or right turns in 
the direction of travel. Another option is to give cyclists a simultaneous 
green, and all vehicular traffic a red light for a period of time. this allows 
high volumes of cyclists to clear the intersection at once. A more amena-
ble solution is to provide cyclists with a head-start green light, allowing 
them 2-5 seconds to get rolling ahead of cars, potentially enabling them 
to clear the intersection entirely before motor vehicles begin to move.

SHARED LANES allow for cyclists and motorists to share the same lane, often demarcated by arrows and a cyclist symbol. This is 
the least expensive form of cycling infrastructure, but provides virtually no safety benefits for cyclists and can be confusing for motorists.

PAINTED BIKE LANES place cyclists into their own adjacent lane seperated from motorists by a painted line. However, these lanes 
are only marginally safer than shared lanes, as nothing physically prevents motorists from entering the cycling lane. Additionally, 
conflict often arises when motorists make a right turn across the cycle lane, as they cannot easily see cyclists behind them and to 
their right.

SEPARATED CYCLE PATHS are similar to painted bike lanes, with the addition of a physical barrier separating cyclists from motor-
ists. This separation can be accomplished using bollards, planters, curbs, a green boulevard, or a row of parked cars. This type of 
cycle path is preferred by cyclists and entirely eliminates vehicle collisions, which account for 91% of all cycling accidents. However, 
this design loses its benefit at the intersection, where the cyclist must again interact with vehicular traffic. 

CYCLING MIXING ZONES are one solution for the interaction between cyclists and motorists at an intersection. When the cycle 
lane approaches an intersection, vehicular traffic turning right is ‘mixed in’ with the cyclists, allowing them to briefly share the lane 
before the intersection. However, due to the vehicular blind spot issue also present in painted bike lanes, these zones can be very 
dangerous for cyclists. A more amenable solution is the protected intersection, pictured top right. 
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AN INTERCONNECTED SYSTEM

ABOVE: Green: Cycling Network; Red: BRT/Light Rail; Black: Transit Stations; Blue: Walking (smaller)/Cycle-shed (larger)

Cycling infrastructure is excellent for encouraging ridership and ensuring that cyclists feel comfortable, but it is rendered use-
less if it does not facilitate travel for more than a few blocks. To ensure that cyclists can reach their destinations easily, cycling 
infrastructure must be used to create an interconnected system of paths and trails that allow efficient and direct routes for the 
utilitarian cyclist. 

GRID-IRON CONNECTIVITY
One of the most effective methods for creating an interconnected cycling system is to utilize the grid-iron plan. Early 20th cen-
tury North American cities utilized the grid plan in conjunction with the streetcar, creating an extremely permeable network 
that focuses on shorter, efficient trips. By creating a cycling network on a grid-iron plan, it ensures that cyclists have a direct, 
efficient route for travel, without having to take any ‘long routes’ caused by hierarchical, curvilinear road layouts. Because the 
64th Avenue corridor was constructed on a modified grid plan, it can make use of this cycling system, as shown above. Green 
represents the cycling network, red represents BRT and Light Rail, and the black dots represent stations. This would ahtllow 
for easy access to the cycling network, and would ensure that all major destinations are connected within the cycling network.

ENCOURAGING MULTI-MODAL USE
Another key to ensuring an effective cycling system is the encouragement of multi-modal use. Integration of the cycling network 
as part of a larger transportation system can be accomplished by having cycling network junctions intersect at major transit 
stations, allowing cyclists to transfer between modes easily. This could mean taking bicycles on a bus or train, which would al-
low them to continue cycling once they disembark, effectively extending their cycling range. This is a viable option for the 64th 
Avenue corridor, as shown above. the dark blue circles represent the normal walkshed for a transit stop, and the lighter circles 
represent the extended ‘cycle-shed’. By encouraging multi-modal cycling, it effectively doubles the service area of transit, in-
creasing the efficiency of the larger transportation system. Another option is to leave bicycles locked at a station, or utilize bike 
sharing systems placed at transit stations and major commercial areas. 
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